
 

 ‘Perfect Fit’ is the most attractive and innovative window blind available on the 
market today. The system is unique because the window blind fits neatly into a 
stylish frame, which moves together with the windows and doors when they are 
opened and closed giving you the perfect combination of shade and ventilation. 
 
The ‘Perfect Fit’ system enables window blinds to be fitted perfectly onto most 
double glazed windows & doors, with no holes drilled into your UPVC frame! The 
blind will fit neatly onto the window and enhances your privacy because there are 
no gaps down the side of the blind. 
 
One of the unique features of the Perfect Fit frame is its outstanding thermal 
efficiency. The frame fits flush against your window to help reduce heat build up in 
summer and retain heat in winter. In turn keeping your cooling & heating bills to a 
minimum. 
 
 
 

With a huge range of fabric colours and 

textures, matching your interior design 

scheme will become more pleasurable. 

No drilling or screwing into your window 

frames, for a quick & clean installation 

More privacy as the frames fit flush .to your 

windows and any gaps are reduced. 

Child safe because there are no loose cords 

or loops to pose the  threat of entanglement 

 

 

A development of the ‘Perfect 

Fit’ blind is the revolutionary 

roof version - the ‘Perfect Fit 

International’. Our range of 

20mm pleated blind fabric is 

well suited for this product, 

and has a wide range of 

colours and textures to choose 

from. These can be tailored to 

fit even the most awkward 

shaped windows.  

The ‘Perfect Fit International’ 

system now means a complete 

conservatory, including 

skylight, shaped, hopper, tilt & 

turn and standard windows, 

plus doors can be fitted 

without the use of screws.  

SALE  SALE  SALE 

 

Great offers on 

Pleated & Venetian 

Perfect-Fit blinds

 

SALE  SALE  SALE 

 

 

 

for blinds of distinction 

Shades of Stafford 
ARRANGE A HOME APPOINTMENT ONLINE HERE 

REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION 

‘PERFECT FIT’ BLINDS 

Call now to arrange a free no obligation quotation on 07989 332452 

Call now to arrange a free no obligation quotation on 07989 332452 

Tel - 01785 224376 

 

Mobile - 07989 332452  

01785 224376 

 

Made to measure – each individual blind will have 
been pre assembled with its frame before the 
installation time, ensuring not only a short & clean 
fitting appointment, but the reassurance that the 
blinds will have been tested, and in working order 
before they are in place. 
 
Style – the beauty of the perfect blind is that no 
matter which type of blind you decide to have, 
pleated, venetian or roller,   you can guarantee the 
finished result will be your chosen style and 
extremely functional. 
 
Performance – choice of blind type without any 
visual gaps. Installation without any drilling or 
screwing into the UPVC frames. The ideal choice 
for safety with no loose cords or loops. 
 
Energy Saving – ‘Perfect Fit’ is the No1 product 
for solar protection and insulation. Add a fabric 
with a Solar Protective Coating, or a Solar 
Pearlised Fabric from the roller or pleated blind 
range and you will have the ultimate blind for solar 
heat control and added privacy & security.  


